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In this work, self-assembly of cubic silicon particles
into a crystalline formation using magnetic levitation
is presented. A self-assembly set-up was created and
characterised. Template-free self-assembly of hydro-
philic particles is compared against (1) template-free
self-assembly of hydrophobic particles and (2) tem-
plated self-assembly of hydrophilic particles. The
results show that (1) hydrophobic functionalisation
up to a certain hydrophobicity increases the quality
of a self-assembled agglomerate and (2) templated
self-assembly increases the amount of good contacts
by a factor two compared to template-free self-
assembly. The ultimate goal is full three-dimensional
microfabrication capabilities.

I. Introduction

Microfabrication has had a tremendous impact on
technological development. Products enabled by micro-
fabrication technology (computers, internet) have been
at the basis of substantial changes in society. Current
microfabrication is however limited to layered two-
dimensional structures [1]. The limits of the technology
are being pushed further and further [2], but eventually
the urgency to fully use the third dimension will need to
be adressed [3].

One suggested approach of reaching full three-
dimensional micromachining capabilities, is through
self-assembly [4]. In self-assembly, structured particles
are introduced in some kind of environment, where
they—under the influence of binding forces and driving
forces—form a structured array [5]. An example is a
bubble raft of uniform bubbles on the surface of soapy
water [6, 7], where a bubble is a particle, the soapy water
in a container is the environment, the binding forces
are capillary forces and driving forces are mechanical
vibrations; when all four elements are brought together,
the bubbles form a two-dimensional crystaline structure.

Through self-assembly new systems and materials come
into view. Examples are three-dimensional electron-
ics [8, 9], conformal and reconfigurable devices [10], and

photonic band-gap materials [11, 12, 13]. In addition,
approaches to enhance current fabrication techniques
become available, such as further miniaturisation where
current industrial robots are unable to assemble smaller
parts [14], or assembling components created through a
bottom-up approach in nanoscience [14].

Another big advantage of self-assembly in microfabri-
cation is the ability to process components on different
wafers, such that each component can be fabricated
in the most efficient way [15]. Currently, a complete
device is created on one wafer, where a lot of processing
steps are needed to protect some elements of the
device from processing steps needed for other elements.
Separating components onto different wafers, followed
by self-assembly will lead to cheaper, more versatile
fabrication [15].

Self-assembly in two dimensions has already been thor-
oughly studied. Examples relevant to this work include
(1) the investigation of crystal structures in a bubble raft,
as mentioned above [6, 7]. (2) Two-dimensional self-
assembly using hydrophobic and hydrophilic interaction
between particles on the surface of water [16, 17, 18],
where hexagonal particles with functionalised sides form
structures through capillary action. Depending on the
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of the different sides, a
variety of structures is formed. (3) Other studies use
capillary action to bind loose particles on a substrate with
specific binding sites [19, 20, 21, 22].

It appears that capillary action using hydrophobic and
hydrophilic interaction is one of the key binding forces
used in the current research on self-assembly of mm- and
µm-scale particles. That capillary action is not necessary
for self-assembly at these scales per se, was shown
by etching potential wells in silica [23]. Adding µm-
sized spherical particles on the substrate, creates crystal
structures in the potential wells much like the bubble
rafts.

Capillary forces have also been used in three-
dimensional self-assembly: For example mm-scale
three-dimensional electronics have been made through
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self-assembly. Functionalised cubes were self-assembled
through capillary forces of solder in a heated KBr
solution [8]. A different approach for three-dimensional
self-assembly is to use hydrophilic-hydrophobic inter-
actions between particles. In one publication, silver
nanocubes were functionalised to be hydrophobic and
allowed to self-assemble, resulting in a lattice of silver
nanocubes [24]. Similar results have been obtained for
particles of different shapes [25]. Furthermore, a two-
step self-assembly process has been reported using a
hydrophobic self-assembled monolayer on gold as a first
step for self-assembly [26]. In the second step, the pH
of the medium was reduced to two, which makes silica
become hydrophobic. This controllable hydrophobicity
was used for a two-step self-assembly process, and is an
interesting control parameter for future projects.

Adding magnetic levitation to three-dimensional self-
assembly adds interesting features to the self-assembly
process. Advantages of magnetic levitation include
(1) prevention of sedimentation of the particles and
(2) a controllable force pushing the particles towards
each other [27]. (3) Additionally, we foresee that the
controllable levitation height adds a potential templating
mechanism. One could for example envision layer-by-
layer stacking of particles on a template.

Levitating materials with a high diamagnetic constant
is straightforward [28]. However, magnetic levitation
of materials with a low diamagnetic constant is
more challenging, but can be achieved by placing
them in a paramagnetic liquid [29]. In such a set-
up, the paramagnetic medium will be attracted to
the magnets, pushing the diamagnetic material away
from the magnets. In this way, magnetic levitation is
achieved [30]. Magnetic levitation has already been used
for density based separation of materials [29, 31, 32],
as well as density measurements and density based
chemical reaction detection [33, 34].

Self-assembly and magnetic levitation have been com-
bined in some studies [27, 35]. The magnetic force
pushing particles towards the centre axis of the magnets
resembles the potential wells etched in silicon mentioned
before [23]. Likewise, two-dimensional ordering of
particles can be expected in magnetic levitation. Indeed,
this phenomenon was reported along with templated
self-assembly in two dimensions [27]. In addition,
three-dimensional self-assembly using density based
separation has been reported [35]. Structured particles of
different densities were levitated at different heights in
the magnetic set-up. When the paramagnetic medium is
drained from the container, a three-dimensional structure
remains.

To the best of our knowledge, there are no reports on
three-dimensional self-assembly of crystal structures of
levitated, non-spherical particles. We believe that self-
assembly of non-spherical particles is essential in the

roadmap to self-assembled micromachines, which are in
essence an assembly of smaller parts of arbitrary shape
and size. Gaining knowledge on how these parts can be
self-assembled is crucial.

In this work, large cubic particles with edges of
0.5 mm were used. We have chosen for cubic particles,
to move away from point symmetry. For spherical
particles, the rotation with respect to eachother is not
of importance for a perfectly aligned assembly. For
square particles, rotation of particles with respect to
eachother plays an important role. We believe that
understanding self-assembly of square particles, is a first
step towards self-assembly with particles of arbitrary
shape and size. Silicon was chosen as material because
silicon microfabrication is a well established technology.
Furthermore, other shapes of silicon particles have
been demonstrated [36]. The mm-scale was chosen for
simple fabrication and uncomplicated visualisation of
the particles. In subsequent research, the system should
be miniaturised. Two key elements of this work have
been shown to work on smaller scales: (1) Three-
dimensional self-assembly using smaller particles has
already been achieved [25, 24] and (2) small magnets
have been used to magnetically trap particles [37]. Based
on the results described in these two articles, we are
confident that a future exploration on smaller length
scales is feasible.

In this work we will combine self-assembly using
magnetic levitation, as pioneered by Illievski [27],
with hydrophobic particle interactions [24] to create
crystalline three-dimensional macro-structures: Ideally,
a cube of 3x3x3 particles will be self-assembled. The
self-assembly experiments in this work will be presented
along the four key components of self-assembly, as
described by Pelesko [5]. (1) Cubic particles of silicon,
with a native oxide surface layer, will be used as
structured particles. The particles will be functionalised
to study the effect of hydrophobic interaction between
particles on the self-assembly process. (2) The magnetic
field and paramagnetic medium will represent the
environment needed for self-assembly. Without the
paramagnetic medium, the silicon particles will not
experience large forces, and without magnetic forces, no
self-assembly will take place. (3) Mechanical vibrations
caused by a piezo transducer will be used as driving
forces. These vibrations will allow the particles to
explore the energy landscape and find an energy
minimum. (4) For the binding force, two cases will be
addressed. The first case involves hydrophilic particles,
where only the magnetic force acts as a binding force.
The second case covers hydrophobic particles, where
both hydrophobic interaction between the particles and
the magnetic force act as binding forces.

These experiments are a first step towards self-assembled
three-dimensional crystals of microfabricated, anistropic
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particles. In subsequent research, miniaturisation will be
needed to move to self-assembled micro-structures, with
as ultimate goal full three-dimensional microfabrication
capabilites.

II. Theory

Diamagnetic materials are repelled from magnetic
fields [38], which makes diamagnetic materials perfect
for magnetic levitation. The degree to which a material
is diamagnetic is measured in the magnetic suscept-
ibility χ . For diamagnetic materials this is a negative
number, for paramagnetic materials—materials attracted
to magnetic fields—this is a positive number. Strongly
diamagnetic materials, like pyrolitic graphite, are easy to
levitate [28] in contrast to weakly diamagnetic materials.
The challenge to levitate a weakly diamagnetic material,
like silicon, can be overcome with a paramagnetic
medium [39]. By surrounding the weakly diamagnetic
material with a strongly paramagnetic medium, levita-
tion can be achieved [31]. The paramagnetic medium is
attracted to the magnets, pushing the diamagnetic ma-
terial away: Magnetic levitation is achieved. The forces
involved with diamagnetic levitation in a paramagnetic
medium are twofold: On the one hand, there is a buoyant
force, depending on the gravity, densities of the two
materials, and volume of the diamagnetic particle. On
the other hand, there is a magnetic force, which is
dependant of the magnetic susceptibilities of the two
materials, volume of the diamagnetic particle, and the
applied magnetic field. Since both forces are a function
of particle volume, the force per unit volume can be
determined, see equation 1 [31].

~F/V =−(ρl−ρp)~g−
(χl−χp)

µ0

(
~B ·~∇

)
~B (1)

Where ~F is the force on the particle, V is its volume,
ρ is the density and χ the magnetic susceptibility
of particle p and liquid medium l. Vector ~g is the
gravitational acceleration, µ0 the vacuum permeability
and ~B the magnetic field. The density of silicon is
ρp = 2329 kg/m3 [40], the density of a 2 M GdCl3
solution in water was measured to be ρl = 1459 kg/m3.
The magnetic susceptibility can be calculated for the
GdCl3 solution in water, see equation 2 [39].

χl = 27.930 ·10−3 ·4π ·C (2)

Where C is the concenteration of GdCl3 in water, in
this work 2 M. The magnetic susceptibility of silicon is
χp = −3.215 ·10−3 [39].

In order to obtain a stable levitation point, two magnets
can be placed close to eachother with similar poles
facing [33]. To calculate the forces on a particle,

the magnetic field needs to be determined. For the
calculation of the magnetic field of a single magnet, the
Biot-Savart equation was used, see equation 3 [38].

~B(~r1) =
µ0

4π

∫∫∫ ~j (~r2)× ~r12

~r12
3 dV2 (3)

Where ~B is the magnetic field, µ0 is the permeability of
free space, ~r12 = ~r1−~r2 is the full displacement vector,
~j is the current density in V2, and V2 is the volume of the
magnet. To take advantage of the cylinder symmetry (in
this work, cylindrical magnets were used), a cylindrical
coordinate system is used. In the cylindrical coordinate
system r, φ and z are used as coordinate variables. The
vectors ~r1 and ~r2 vectors take the form of ~r1 = [r1,φ1,z1]
and ~r2 = [r2,φ2,z2]. As indicated in equation 3, ~r2 is used
for the integration volume, i.e. the magnet. The vector ~r1
is the location at which the magnetic field is calculated.
Assuming the magnetisation is constant throughout the
volume of the magnet, and using ~j = ∇× ~M [38], then
~j is given by equation 4,

~j = Mz δ (r2−R) u(z2) u(L− z2) φ̂ (4)

where R is the radius of the magnet, L is the length
of the magnet, δ is the dirac delta, u the step function
and φ̂ is the unit vector of the φ direction. Note that
φ2 can be taken as zero for our axisymmetrical system.
The magnetisation of the magnets used in this work was
calculated from a magnetic field measurement at the
edge of the magnets, and is 1.25 T.

To obtain a two magnet model, the field of the second
magnet is shifted by z = L + h and superimposed on
the field of the first magnet, where h is the separation
between the magnets.

To avoid elliptical integrals [41], implementation of
equation 3 includes a discrete summation of the integral
over φ . All analytical calculations were performed using
MATLAB1. The analytical model was verified with finite
element method (FEM) simulations using COMSOL2;
the FEM model agrees with the analytical calculations
within 0.3 % in the region between the magnets.

The analytical calculations of the magnetic field were
used to model the levitation height as in equation 1.
In future work, these calculations can also be used to
show energy reduction minimisation the self-assembly
process.

III. Experimental

In this section the details of the performed experiments
are presented. First the production of the particles will be

1MATLAB R2013a, MathWorks, Nathick, US.
2COMSOL 4.3, COMSOL BV, Zoetermeer, The Netherlands.
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discussed, followed by their chemical functionalisation.
Finally, the set-up for self-assembly will be discussed.

A. Particles

In the production of the particles, care was taken to make
the faces of the cubes as smooth as possible. We feared
that grooves on the surface of the particle could lead
to an undesired preferred orientation between particles.
We have chosen to use a dicing machine to create the
particles. The cut surface was measured with a scanning
electron microscope (SEM, FEI quanta 450) and an
atomic force microscope(AFM, Dimension 3100) and
the data was analysed with Gwyddion3.

The cubic silicon particles were produced from a stand-
ard p-type double sided polished 〈100〉 5-10 Ohmcm
wafer. To ensure the produced particles are cubic, the
thickness of the wafer was measured. The wafer was
then sawed to create cubic particles with edges of the
same length as the thickness of the wafer. A Loadpoint
Micro Ace 3 dicing saw was used with a F1230 blade at
32000 rpm and a feed rate of 1 mm/sec. Residue of the
dicing foil was removed by cleaning the particles with a
100 ◦C 1:4 piranha solution for ten minutes. The particles
were then rinsed and stored in DI-water.

B. Chemical functionalisation

Experiments to investigate the influence of hydrophobic
interactions between the particles, required hydrophobic
functionalisation of the particles. Hexamethyldisilazane
(HMDS, BASF, VLSI Selectipur) was chosen for this
goal because it is readily available and has been well
characterised [42].

The particles were hydrophobically functionalised by
allowing the surface silanol groups of the native oxide
to react with HMDS, as shown in figure 1. The
procedure to functionalise the particles with HMDS is
based on previously published work [43, 44]. First, the
particles were heated to remove water from the surface.
Second, the particles were put in an erlenmeyer flask
together with pure HMDS. The flask was closed with a
stopper and was allowed to react, while being stirred,
for two hours. The particles and HMDS were then
poured through a funnel with a filter paper and rinsed
with acetone (VWR Chemicals, Technical grade, 99 %)
and isopropyl aclohol (Merck Millipore, for analysis,
99.8 %). Finally, the particles were allowed to dry in air.
For the less hydrophobic variant, the particles were put in
the funnel with filter paper directly after heating, rinsed
with HMDS for one minute rather than two hours, and
then finally rinsed with acetone and isopropyl alcohol.
To measure the hydrophobicity of the particles, a non-
sawed wafer received the same treatment. The contact

3Gwyddion 2.33, http://gwyddion.net/

Figure 1: Reaction equation for HMDS reacting with
a silanol SiOH group of the native oxide on the
surface of the silicon particles. When the HMDS (top
right molecule) reacts with a silanol group on the
surface of the particle, a trimethylsilyl Si(CH3)3 group
replaces the hydrogen molecule on the surface of the
particle. The hydrogen molecule bonds with the leftover
amine NH group. The covalently bound trimethylsilyl
group makes the surface of the particle apolar, causing
hydrophobicity.

angle of a droplet of water on the surface of the wafer
was then measured with a Metrology Dataphysics OCA-
20. The contact angle increased from 53◦ after 1 minute
exposure to 93◦ after two hour exposure to HDMS.

C. Self-assembly set-up

To combine all elements of self-assembly, a set-up was
created from aluminum, see the schematic in figure 2.
The set-up is capable of holding two magnets and
a cuvette. Two holes are avaliable to observe the
area between the magnets; the area where the self-
assembly will take place. Two cameras were used to
take photographs and record videos of the experiments.
One Dino-lite pro usb microscope and one Nikon 1 J2
compact flash camera with a Macro-swistar 1:1.9
f=75 mm CMT lens and an 85 mm extention tube were
used . Two NdFeB-magnets of 25 mm diameter and
35 mm length (a stack of five 7 mm magnets each) were
used. The particles were inserted into a cuvette with a
2 M GdCl3 solution in DI-water. The cuvette is pushed
against a piezo actuator (FPA-0150E-S-0518-150-SS-
1M3 FlexFrame PiezoActuator, dynamic, structures &
materials, LLC), which supplies the driving forces for
self-assembly. The cuvette is held in place by a spring.
The piezo actuator is driven by an Agilent A33220A
waveform generator connected to a 10x high voltage
amplifier (SyLAB LM3325). The control parameters for
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the driving force—the piezo actuator—are the actuation
frequency and amplitude, which are both configured on
the waveform generator. The third control parameter is
the time the particles are allowed to self-assemble.

To characterise the set-up and verify our model, the
levitation height of one particle in the set-up was meas-
ured and compared against the analytical model. Non-
magnetic, synthetic calipers (WIHA, Vernier Calipers
#41103) were used to measure the levitation height.
Characterisation of the driving force was performed by
placing a microphone next to the set-up, and saving the
fast fourier transform (FFT) of the recorded sound. The
FFT was then summed to obtain a relative sound power.

In strong oscillatory fluid flows, particles can align in
the nodes of standing waves [45, 46, 47, 48]. This
phenomenon can be seen as a form of dynamic self-
assembly, if the resulting structure is ordered [5]. For
static self-assembly, actuation needs to be such that
no strong fluid flows occur. In the results section,
characterisation of the set-up is presented, and a suitable
actuation frequency is chosen.

The quality of assembly was evaluated from photographs
of the final agglomerate. Each observable particle was
counted and its six faces were assessed for contact
with other particles. This qualitative assesment led
to five distinct categories: Good, displaced, unknown,
bad, and no contact. Contacts with more than 95 %
overlap between two faces are counted as good contacts.
Contacts with a displacement, but no observable rotation
between particles are counted as displaced contacts. A
contact is counted as bad, if any kind of rotation can
be observed. Faces of a particle that cannot be seen,
are counted as unknown contacts. Finally, faces of a
particle that do not touch another particle are counted
as no contact. The good, displaced and bad contacts are
counted as all observable contacts. It is assumed then
that the unknown contacts adhere to the average of the
observable contacts.

IV. Results

In this section, the results will be presented. First, the
characterisation of the set-up is presented, which in-
cludes three elements: Particle characterisation, particle
levitation and piezo actuation. Second, the results
of the self-assembly experiments will be presented,
which likewise comprises three elements: levitated self-
assembly, templated self-assembly and finally self-
assembly with hydrophobically functionalised particles.

A. Characterisation of set-up

The cut surface of the particles was observed with an
SEM, see figure 3, and its roughness was measured using
an AFM, see figure 4. Analysis of the results shows a

Figure 2: Schematic of the set-up. A glass cuvette
is inserted between two magnets, with similar poles
facing. The cuvette is filled with paramagnetic fluid
— 2M GdCl3 in H2O solution— and silicon particles.
The paramagnetic fluid is attracted to the magnets,
pushing the silicon particles away from the magnet;
the particles are levitated. With a piezo actuator and
spring, vibrations can be applied to the cuvette. Through
shaking, the particles can explore their energy landscape
and find their energy minimum.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Two scanning electron micrographs of the
particles. Left the full particle is shown, while on the
right is a close-up of the corner to show the low rms
surface roughness of 12.6 nm. The edges of the particle
are 525 µm. These micrographs were made at a working
distance of 11.8 mm, spot size 3 and an acceleration
voltage of 15 kV.

disparity of 460 nm with a background root mean square
(rms) roughness of 12.6 nm. Since no deep grooves are
evident on the surface, we assume that there will be no
preferred orientation with respect to another particle.

The levitation height of one particle was measured. The
results show that the model agrees with the experimental
results, see figure 5. The levitation height is plotted
against magnet separation, and shows that the model
agrees with the measurements.

The driving force was characterised, see figure 6. This
is an indication on how much driving force the particles
experience. In the 800 Hz to 1100 Hz range, the particles
experience strong fluid flows, as evidenced by the
structured arrays in figure 7.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Measurements of the topography of the diced
face of a particle. (a) Three-dimensional map of the
scanned area. (b) Average of 10 lines perpendicular
to the dicing marks. The disparity is 460 nm, with a
background rms roughness of 12.6 nm.

Figure 5: Graph of the calculated and measured
levitation heigh of the particles above the bottom
magnet. The measured values are in good agreement
with the model. The width of the cuvette is indicated by
the dashed red line.

Figure 6: Graph showing the power of the sound
recorded by a microphone near the set-up at different
driving frequencies at 130 Vpp. The FFT data for each
driving frequency was summed to obtain a relative
power. The 800 Hz to 1100 Hz frequency range
corresponds to observations that indicate strong fluid
flows.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Photographs (contrast enhanced) taken of two
(a) and four (b) particles during strong vibrations in
the 800 Hz to 1100 Hz range. Strong fluid flows push
the particles in an ordered array. This is a form of
dynamic self-assembly [5]: An ordered array is formed
while the system dissipates energy. When the oscillations
are turned off, the array collapses. The edges of each
particle are 525 µm.
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B. Self-assembly

Different self-assembly experiments have been per-
formed. A clear distinction is made between templated
and levitated self-assembly. In templated self-assembly,
the particles are introduced to a surface which puts
some boundary conditions on the self-assembly process.
Such a template can be a structured surface, but in
this case the flat bottom of the cuvette was used
as a template. This template reduces the degrees of
freedom by three: two rotations and one translation.
Under levitating conditions, self-assembly is performed
without use of a template. The particles are levitated in
the paramagnetic medium and allowed to self-assemble.
First, levitated self-assembly of hydrophilic particles
will be discussed. Second, templated self-assembly will
be addressed. Finally, the influence of hydrophobic
interactions between particles is presented.

Three-dimensional self-assembly of hydrophilic
particles Hydrophilic particles were inserted in the
set-up and allowed to self-assemble for 30 min, at
300 Hz, 130 Vpp. The resulting agglomerate is shown in
figure 8. Some good contacts can be observed, but long-
range order is not directly evident. This result will later
be compared to other self-assembly experiments.

Templated self-assembly Three different sets of
templated self-assembly experiments were performed:
Two-dimensional templated self-assembly,
three-dimensional templated self-assembly, and seeded
self-assembly. For seeded self-assembly, a plate the size
of nine particles was introduced.

For two-dimensional templated self-assembly, particles
were lowered onto the template and allowed to self-
assemble at 300 Hz, 130 Vpp. Since the most substantial
changes can be observed in the beginning of the process,
photographs of the first 40 seconds are shown in
figure 9, together with the assembly after 22 minutes.
After 22 minutes a reconfiguration of the particles
occured. We are still in the process to determine the
energy development of the agglomerate. This series of
photographs indicate that minimisation of the energy in
the assembly takes place under influence of actuation
by the piezo actuator, because the particles are moving
closer together: A particle has the lowest energy at the
central axis of the magnets.

A seed—a plate the size of 3x3x1 particles—was
added to the two-dimensional templated self-assembly.
Particles near the seed show good alignment, see
figure 10. Especially in the two-dimensional case, the
effect of the seed on the alignment between particles
is evident. In the levitated self-assembly, particles near
the seed show good alignment, but the effect decreases

Figure 8: Photograph (contrast enhanced) of three-
dimensional self-assembly of levitated, hydrophilic,
cubic silicon particles. Alignment between crystalline
planes is suboptimal and alignment within crystalline
planes is likewise suboptimal. The piezo was actuated
at 300 Hz, 130 Vpp for about 30 min to achieve this
configuration. The edges of each particle are 525 µm.

further away from the seed. This result shows the
potential for seeded self-assembly: The seed locally
increases the quality of the assembly.

Three-dimensional templated self-assembly was
achieved by repeating the two-dimensional case, but
with the particles levitating just enough to create a
two-layer stack on the template. This three-dimensional
self-assembly experiment resulted in an agglomerate as
presented in figure 11. The result shows a large number
of good contacts, and was compared to the levitated
self-assembly results. In figure 12, a clear improvement
of good contacts is evident: Templated self-assembly
produces more than twice the amount of good contacts
compared to levitated self-assembly.

Hydrophobic particles Finally, results for levitated
self-assembly of hydrophobic particles are shown in
figure 13. Compared to the hydrophilic case, this
agglomerate shows a somewhat higher degree of
alignment. Several well aligned planes can be seen, but
there is room for improvement in alignment between
these planes. The counted contacts are presented in
figure 14. A clear increase of the sum of good and
displaced contacts was observed for the 53◦ contact
angle case. Since the other measurements show lesser
alignment, there seems to be an optimal contact angle
for self-assembly in the range between 0◦ to 93◦.

V. Discussion

As characterised by the sound power measurements in
figure 6, in the range between 800 Hz to 1100 Hz strong
fluid flows occur. This was however not exactly the same
range for all experiments. Sometimes strong fluid flow
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 9: Time lapse (contrast enhanced) of a templated two-dimensional self-assembly process. As time passes
the particles move closer together to form an ordered array: energy minimisation occurs. Between each frame is
5 s, except for image (i) which shows the assembly after 22 min. The particles are resting on the bottom of the
cuvette, which acts as a template for self-assembly. This structure was made with oscillations around the 300 Hz,
with manually adjusted amplitude. Note that one particle was stuck to the cuvette, and is not moving. The edges of
each particle are 525 µm.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Two photographs (contrast enhanced) of self-
assembly using a seed. (a) Image showing templated
self-assembly on the bottom of the cuvette, with a seed.
Good alignment of the particles can clearly be seen.
(b) The seed and particles were levitated. A clear
crystalline plane can be seen on the top left, where the
particles are in direct contact with the seed below them.
The edges of each particle are 525 µm.

Figure 11: This photograph (contrast enhanced) shows
54 particles in a self-assembled three-dimensional
structure. The first layer of particles is resting on the
bottom of the cuvette, which acts as a template for
self-assembly. A high number of good contacts can be
observed. The piezo ran at 300 Hz, 100 Vpp for about
30 min to achieve this configuration. The edges of each
particle are 525 µm.

Figure 12: Graph showing the number fully (blue) and
fully plus displaced (red) aligned contact faces divided
by the total of observed contact faces as a function
of templating. These measurements were performed
on photographs of three-dimensional self-assembled
hydrophilic particles. A clear increase of alignment was
observed for templated self-assembly: the amount of
good contacts is more than twice as high for templated
self-assembly than it is for untemplated self-assembly.

Figure 13: Photograph (contrast enhanced) of a three-
dimensional self-assembled, levitating agglomerate. The
surface of the particles was functionalised with HMDS to
induce hydrophobic interactions between the particles.
Good alignment of particles can be seen for each plane,
in contrast to the alignment between planes. The piezo
ran at 300 Hz, 100 Vpp for about 30 min to achieve this
configuration. The edges of each particle are 525 µm.
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Figure 14: Graph showing the number fully (blue) and
fully plus displaced (red) aligned contact faces devided
by the total of observed contact faces against the
hydrophobicity of the particles, measured by the contact
angle of a drop of water. A clear optimum can be seen
for the hydrophobic particles with a 53◦ contact angle.
The dashed lines act as a guide to the eye.

occurred even at 300 Hz. We theorise that these fluid
flows occur when the set-up is actuated near a resonant
frequency, but that the exact frequency depends on two
factors that differ per cuvette and experiment: (1) The
air bubble volume and (2) the force with which the
spring is loaded. Both values are not strictly controlled or
measured, nor is it necessary to as long as care is taken
not to induce strong fluid flows. A solution is either to
lower the actuation amplitude, or change the actuation
frequency. In this work the first option was chosen.

Looking at levitated self-assembly of both hydrophilic
and hydrophobic particles, it seems that alignment
between crystalline planes is a challenge. A first solution
is the use of a template, as demonstrated in this work.
However, we envision two other possible routes to
overcome the challenge. On the one hand, the effect
of hydrophobicity of the particles on the quality of
the assembly can be further investigated. On the other
hand, time could play an essential role in the alignment
between crystalline planes, and longer self-assembly
times can be explored.

From our data we conclude that templated self-
assembly is superior to levitated self-assembly. We
foresee that more investigation into templating can
lead to better control over our self-assembly process.
Modifying the template such that it leads to a different
final configuration, can be another approach to obtain
full three-dimensional micromachining capabilities. We
propose two different approaches. A physical template
can be introduced to change the final self-assembled
configuration. Furthermore, the magnetic field could be
adjusted to steer the particles differently and change the

final self-assembled configuration.

Finally, we foresee that several parameters can be
optimised. In this work we have kept the self-
assembly conditions constant, where possible. That is,
the actuation frequency, amplitude and time. In future
work these parameters could be explored to find optimal
conditions for each kind of particle and template. Such
an extensive exploration is outside the scope of this
study.

VI. Conclusions

A self-assembly set-up was created and characterised.
Cubic silicon particles with edges of 0.5 mm were
produced with a dicing saw. On the cut surface, a
disparity of 460 nm was measured with a background
root mean square roughness of 12.6 nm (figure 4). These
particles were placed in a paramagnetic medium between
two magnets, with similar poles facing. The levitation
height of silicon particles in a 2 M GdCl3 solution in DI-
water agrees with the presented model within ± 0.5 mm
(figure 5). Driving forces for self-assembly were added
by applying mechanical vibrations through the use of
a piezo actuator. For static self-assembly, a workable
vibration regime was found between 100 Hz to 700 Hz
(figure 6).

From the templated two-dimensional self-assembly
results, we conclude that by applying a mechanical
vibration with a piezo actuator the energy of the
assembly is reduced (figure 9). Applying mechanical
vibrations using a piezo actuator is suitable to introduce
driving forces.

Exposing the particles to a flat surface—a template—
increases the percentage of good contacts by a factor
two, with respect to self-assembly without a template
(figure 12). In our experiments, applying a template is
a suitable strategy to obtain good quality crystals.

The amount of good plus displaced contacts is a function
of the hydrophobicity of the particles. An optimum was
found for particles with a contact angle with water
of 53◦, at which the number of good plus displaced
contacts was 30 % higher than for hydrophilic particles
(figure 14). Adding hydrophobic functionalisation of the
particles resulted in better quality crystals. However,
hydrophobic interactions which are too strong are
detrimental to the resulting structures, therefore care
should be taken to functionalise the particles to a suitable
degree of hydrophobicity.

To conclude: Self-assembly of cubic silicon particles
was succesful, noting that aligning neighboring crystal-
line planes still provides a challenge. Templated self-
assembly helpes in this respect by decreasing the number
of degrees of freedom of the particles. Additionally,
hydrophobic functionalisation of the particles to a
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contact angle of 53◦ likewise increases the quatility of
the assembled array. In future research we suggest a
focus on moving to smaller scales, increasing the number
of particles and exploring the benefits templated self-
assembly can provide. The final goal is self-assembly
of particles of arbitrary shape and size, and obtain full
three-dimensional micromachining capabilities.
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